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For Kids:
•Homework Help
•Children’s Authors
•Halloween Web 
Sites
•Christmas Web Sites
For Teachers:
•Internet Basics
•Library Catalog
•Library Databases
•Google Search 
Engine
•MS Word
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Internet Basics
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MS Word
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MS Publisher
MS PowerPoint
Cut, Copy, Paste
Technology Q & A
Resume/Job Search
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Internet Safety
Digital Cameras
Spanish Language Classes
Web Page Creation
Internet Trends
Email
Downloadable Resources
Customizing Your Computer
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MS Word
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Your Library Online
Twice/Year in 
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MS Publisher
MS PowerPoint
Email
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(databases, search 
engines, homework help)
Resume/Job Search
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(based on 
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Cut, Copy, Paste
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Internet
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Buying Your First Computer
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Librarians are uniquely 
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All librarians teach all 
curriculum
Librarians develop 
expertise in a few classes
Designated librarians teach 
computer classes
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Other Libraries
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Computer Use
Pros Cons
Expertise Organizational support
Enthusiasm & energy Representing the organization
Resource sharing Reliability
Enhance (not replace) staff Computer system security
Community partnerships Nature of work
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MS Word Table
Notebook
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•Role of librarian as trainer
•Subjects taught related to mission
•Classroom control
•Skill levels/flexibility
•Free = no shows
•Language barriers
•Maintenance of curriculum/handouts
Develop expertise — research!!! 
Practice how the presentation flows and practice timing
Don’t underestimate the power of handouts
Recommend library materials to the class (books, DVDs, magazines)
Create exercises when appropriate
Use humor
Use real-life analogies for complex topics
If you don’t know the answer, say so
80/10/10
Continually change, adapt, update
Expect to teach a class at least 3 times before feeling comfortable
Accept that you won’t please everyone
Remember how confused and scared you may have been around technology
• Plan before teaching
• Involve the people who will do the 
teaching
• Jump in ― don’t expect perfection
• No staff?  Only one is needed!
Planning
• Attempt management buy-in early
• Show benefits to the library & 
community
• Keep statistics & anecdotal 
evidence of effectiveness
• Understand different skill sets 
needed for class preparation & 
teaching
Management
• Establish registration procedures 
(registration period, minimum age, 
waiting list, reminder calls, no-
shows, late arrivals)
• Create evaluation form
• Develop methods for handling 
class disruptions or difficult 
attendees
Procedures
• Offer a Train the trainer class
• Teach librarian colleagues library 
databases for practice
• Consider team teaching
• Ease in to teaching using a topic of 
interest
• Observe a nearby class if available
Train the 
Trainer
classes are 
worthwhile!
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